
Christmas Eve 2022: Census or Christmas 

The gospel of Luke Christmas story informs us: “In those days, a decree went out . .  census.” 

Census.  Count.  This leads to the question of “WHO counts?” – but in two very divergent ways: 

■ In the first instance, the question may read:   “Who DOES the counting?” 

■ Secondly, of course,  the question reads alternately:  “Who is BEING counted?” 

Both of these questions frame the mystery of Incarnation we celebrate this silent & holy night. 

Incarnation:  Word made flesh.  G-D made flesh.  Divine decree of human deliverance. 

The conceit of census maintains that someone possesses legitimate authority to do the counting 
– usually the reigning power in human society:  Emperor.  Ruler.  King.  Sovereign Government. 

Secondly:  Who and what are being counted?  Essentially two fundamental concerns: economic 
resources available for taxation & the number of citizens subject to military conscription: 

Wealth & Warriors.  Capital & Combatants.  The Valued & the Vanquished. 

Such is power as wielded in human history – winners & losers, the cherished & the conquered. 

************************************************************ 

This night, silent & holy; this blessed Christmas Eve, announces the incarnation of an unrivalled 
power in human history.  G-D’s own power.  G-D’s own word of life in divine justice and peace.  

Far from the closely guarded treasuries and armored military fortresses of powerful nations.  A 
peasant couple on the run.  Subjected to Caesar’s census.  Exposed to the harsh climate, as well 
as cultural ridicule for their daft tale justifying an inexplicable pregnancy.  Surrounded by 
shepherds: rude and ruddy; untrustworthy and treacherous; unclean, unwelcome, unvalued.  
All of them – alone and together – counted for precious little in Caesar’s census.  Who counts? 

In their humble and awe-filled welcome of this mysterious infant, Jesus – son of Mary, son of  
G-D, they are set free from the frenzied, fickle counting of empire.  For when G-D does the 
counting, everyone counts.   A new story dawns.  G-D reigning in the heavens and on earth.  
Angelic songs of glory in the heavens, promises of peace to those dwelling on earth.  No more   
brittle divisions of victors & victims; friends & foes; valued and vilified.  When G-D does the 
counting, treasures abound unguarded, and soldiers of fortune are no more. 

“In those days, a decree went out . . . census.”  The decrees of census have boomed throughout 
our human history hounded by conflict and the privation of peace.  Those decrees shriek loudly 
yet in our day – it is impossible not to hear their siren call.  “Do you hear what I hear?”   

And so . . . 

The silence of this holy night summons a choice from each of us  -- and all of us together:  What 
decree shall lay claim on our lives?  The decree of empire or divine decree? 

Census . . . and its onerous burdens of strife, its illusions of prosperity and power?  

Christmas . . . and its pledge of genuine peace on earth and ceaseless glory in the heavens? 

Merry Christmas.
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